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David Mansfield: Solano Irrigation District
Targets Technology Improvements to Modernize
District Operations, Conserve Water

Solving Problems Through
Leadership and Technology
By Kris Polly
The underlying theme of this issue of Irrigation Leader
is technology and how it can be used to solve a myriad
of water-related problems. It has been my continued
observation that irrigation district general managers, like
the farmers they deliver water to, embrace technology
and change. The challenges of their jobs demand it, as
new technology is the only way to stay ahead of the many
issues a finite water supply, increasing costs, and additional
regulation present.
When I talk to general managers about irrigation, the
conversation always turns to the new things they are doing.
It is impressive that something as ancient to mankind
as irrigation is so dynamic. What is most impressive is
the leadership the general managers and their boards of
directors show in addressing and solving problems. The use
and implementation of new technology is one of the more
visible results of that leadership.
David Mansfield, General Manager of Solano Irrigation
District (SID), is a prime example of that leadership
and willingness to use whatever technology helps deliver
water to customers and improve employee efficiency.
When we contacted David to interview him about all
the improvements at SID, he said he was happy to speak

with us, but that he wanted his team to be on the phone
as well. I smiled when David said that because this is a
management style I observe frequently when riding around
irrigation districts with general managers. You take your
best people, give them a goal to achieve, and get out of
their way. Most importantly, you give them credit for their
accomplishments.
President Eisenhower once said, “You can accomplish
anything if you are willing not to take the credit.”
Eisenhower accomplished a great deal during his lifetime.
David Mansfield, and other irrigation district general
managers like him, accomplish a great deal as well. With
their leadership, and the work of district employees,
irrigation districts across the West are embracing the
technology that will allow for the continued irrigation of
our nation’s vital agricultural resources.
Kris Polly is editor-in-chief of Irrigation Leader magazine
and president of Water Strategies, LLC, a government relations
firm he began in February 2009 for the purpose representing
and guiding water, power, and agricultural entities in their
dealings with Congress, the Bureau of Reclamation, and other
federal government agencies. He may be contacted by e-mailing
Kris.Polly@waterstrategies.com.

Want to list your district RFPs nationally?
Need a broader audience for job listings?
Water Strategies, LLC is proud to announce the launch of

The Water and Power Report’s Listing Service
for water district RFPs and job opportunities.
This new service will allow your district to attract
a broader audience to its announcements through
The Water and Power Report website
www.WaterandPowerReport.com.
Water Strategies would like to thank
Quincy-Columbia Basin Irrigation District
for its efforts to help create this new service.
For details on how to get your district involved, please
e-mail Kris Polly at kris.polly@waterstrategies.com.
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Solano Irrigation District Targets
Technology Improvements to Modernize
District Operations, Conserve Water

C

alifornia’s Solano Irrigation District (SID) is in the
midst of a major technology upgrade that will put it
at the forefront of irrigation management. Spurred by
the recent relocation of its headquarters, the district has installed
two large servers that provide sufficient processing capacity
to automate its system and enable water tenders to process
information from the field. Additionally, SID has worked
with area growers to establish progressive on-farm water
management techniques, including district-provided weather
forecasting and soil moisture sensors.
SID manages 50,000 acres with slightly fewer than
100 employees, making technology improvements critical
to its continued operations. While SID’s focus is primarily
agricultural, it also delivers drinking water to some customers
as neighboring urban areas are expanding. Technology and onfarm improvements are leading to a simultaneous expansion of
agriculture on land not previously suitable for growing.
Kris Polly, Irrigation Leader’s editor-in-chief, discussed
SID’s technology expansion with four members of the district’s
management team. District General Manager David
Mansfield, Water & Power Operations Manager Kevin King,
Senior Civil Engineer Paul Fuchslin, and IT Administrator
Charles Mueller participated in the conversation.
Kris Polly: Is your goal to automate a large percentage
of your district in the coming years?
David Mansfield: That’s where we’re going. When we
relocated our headquarters here in the city of Vacaville,
one of our primary reasons for doing so was because our
organization had outlived the useful life of the original
facility. Equally important was the goal to ensure we had
a robust information technology (IT) system. We spent a
good deal of our relocation budget on this new IT system.
We now have the backbone system to build upon to
remotely operate our systems. We moved in March of this
year, so we’re just getting started on automating some of our
operations.
Kris Polly: Why did you move your headquarters?
David Mansfield: We took advantage of the
marketplace and, instead of constructing new buildings
and new facilities, we elected to purchase an existing office
building and a 10-year-old warehouse. We’ve also purchased
additional raw land (6 acres) adjacent to the office for
future expansion. The move to existing facilities in a down
4

real estate market resulted in a significant cost savings to
SID and provided for further consolidation of operations,
especially for the field service. In addition, SID initiated a
general plan land use designation change for the prior site
from industrial to single family, providing for a significant
cost reimbursement upon the future sale of the land.
It was a necessary move. When you do this, it’s really
a challenge for elected boards. Fortunately, our board was
very supportive of us making this change. If you’ve ever
been in a city that was building a new city hall, it usually
causes the customers to have reservations about the project
because they may not see the immediate need or the longterm benefits that may derive from the project. Through
a comprehensive planning process, including an extensive
public outreach program, the board proceeded with the
project, ensuring a permanent home for SID’s facilities.
Kris Polly: How are you working to implement your
technology initiative?
Kevin King: I think the biggest thing is the backbone
provided by our servers and our IT infrastructure at district
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headquarters. Our recent headquarters relocation has
allowed us to establish a very simplistic way to get our
SCADA system into the hands of our water tenders out in
the field. The goal is to provide our water tenders with realtime information regardless of their location. If the water
tenders can monitor and control the canal system from
any location within their service area, a significant amount
of time can be saved that traditionally is spent running
up and down the canal banks checking flow rates and
elevations. By eliminating the time required to check flows,
our water tenders are afforded the opportunity to provide
better customer service and increased interactions with our
growers.
Every water tender at the district now has a tablet
computer; we’re actually using a Motorola version that they
use to log in to the server through a secured firewall. They
have full access to the SCADA system, full access to their
e-mails, and full access to our water order software. They’re
directly tracking our flows into the field, updating our
billing system from the turnout gate, and also monitoring
our SCADA network, and it is all happening in real time.
In the fall, we will roll out our new enterprise software
package called Springbrook. One of the modules within
that package will allow for the water tenders out in the field
to generate maintenance requests that are sent electronically
to the maintenance department. The water tenders will be
able to capture all the required information for the repair,
as well as attach a photograph to the request, saving the
maintenance supervisor from making a special trip to the
site.
Kris Polly: What role has Reclamation played in your
efforts?
David Mansfield: We just received notice from the
Bureau of Reclamation that we have been awarded funding
under the WaterSMART program to do a complete
systems optimization review. By completing this review,
we are going to determine which systems to automate and
which bifurcation points in our canal system will provide
the largest return by way of increased efficiency. The grant
funding for the Weyand Canal Headworks Gate also came
from the Reclamation, specifically its Water Conservation
Field Services Program. Reclamation has been very
supportive of all we are doing and a great partner for SID.
We are very appreciative of all their help.
Kris Polly: It sounds like SID has embraced
technology improvements in every place possible to make
the very most of its water.
Kevin King: And we’re encouraging that on-farm as
well. For instance, every summer we hire a college intern to
perform on-farm irrigation audits. The audits are provided
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to our growers at no cost
and provide the grower with
recommendations to consider
for improved efficiency. The
program is equally beneficial to
the interns, as it provides them
with an opportunity to learn
about irrigation districts and
the role we serve in agriculture.
Kris Polly: What type of
technology are you using to
directly help growers?
Kevin King: Back in 2000,
SID, in cooperation with
the University of California
Extension Office, developed a weather system for realtime evapotranspiration (ET) monitoring within SID’s
boundaries. This is far more robust than anything the
growers can get off the California Irrigation Management
Information System (CIMIS) network, which is run by the
Department of Water Resources. We provide daily weather
forecasts through an e-mail broadcast to our growers that is
really tied in to our region.
We have pretty significant differences across the district
as far as climate. The district has coastal climates in our
Suisun Valley area, where the predominant crop is wine
grapes, and a more Central Valley climate in our Dixon
area, where row crops are grown. A single station would not
5

provide the level of detail required by our growers; therefore,
we developed a network of weather stations, seven in total,
that are providing precipitation, ET, and soil moisture
data. We are putting all the things that go into the CIMIS
network in our own network and providing area-specific
ET. It has been a tremendous benefit to the growers,
helping them plan out their irrigation practices and really
manage the allowable moisture depletion in the soil so they
are hitting their irrigation events pretty much on target with
how they want to manage their crops.
Kris Polly: Does the district assist growers with soil
moisture monitoring as well?
Paul Fuchslin: We do this on an ongoing basis and as
part of the summer intern program. We have dedicated
staff to the conservation program. Through a cooperative
program with the county and local cities, we have been
providing soil moisture sensors with data loggers to many
growers. The growers actively participate and come to
seminars on how to irrigate more efficiently and use the
equipment they are given.
Kris Polly: Do they pay extra for the sensors or is this
considered part of their water service?
Paul Fuchslin: It is similar to a grant process in that if
they participate in the seminar on irrigation efficiency and
how to irrigate using ET, then they get a certain number
of sensors and one or two data loggers to install on their
field. The program has kind of spurred some additional
growth in that area. The grower will get a taste of it, and
then it spreads to other fields. This technology is generally
for permanent crops, but we have also done some trials
previously on row crops—some successful, others not so
successful.
Kris Polly: Are you making your own sensors, or do
you purchase them commercially?
Paul Fuchslin: No, we buy them. They are gypsumblock-style sensors. It is very important to make sure they
are installed correctly, because if they are not installed with
the correct amount of slurry, if it’s too wet or too dry, then
the soil will actually move away from the sensor, and it will
stop functioning correctly.
Kris Polly: Can you explain your field connection
technology in a little more detail?
Charles Mueller: We worked in conjunction with
TruePoint to develop a way for our water tenders to
input data in real time out in the field in an expeditious
manner. The original way we thought to do this was to
6

run an application on a laptop out in the field, but it was
a little sluggish and cumbersome. The staff here in the
IT department kind of got our heads together and tried
to figure out a way to do this so that we can push the
application out as a software service to the end users. That
way, the data are never really transmitted back from the
field; it’s all done here locally.
Kevin King: In layman’s terms, if you’ve ever been on
the road and using your smartphone to access a website,
every time you click a new page, even if you have a great
3G connection, the best you could hope for is that it takes
10 seconds to load the new page. If we tried to rely on this
speed to operate our canal system in a real-time fashion,
we would have significant issues as the SCADA program is
graphic intense and the page loads would take entirely too
long to be effective.
The IT department found a way to have all of those
transmissions happen back here within our servers located
at the district headquarters, so all the processing is done
on a very fast network. The water tenders are actually
controlling a PC on the server through a remote desktop
connection; the page never changes on the tablet they are
using so we don’t have the issue of slow page transitions on
the 3G connection.
Charles Mueller: And we’re not losing data somewhere
along the transfer of information across the cellular
network.
David Mansfield: The field connection technology will
now enable us to roll this information into a computerized
maintenance and asset management system because
now we have the system capacity to help us do that. This
commitment to technology will better enable the district to
ensure that all our customers receive efficient and reliable
water delivery services.
Kevin King: The really great thing is that with all of
our district smartphones, when our supervisors on standby
duty at night get an alarm from our SCADA system, they
can actually log in to our SCADA system and view, disable,
and/or enable the alarms. They can do that at home without
a $3,000 laptop; they can manage all of the system on their
smartphone, which is insane to think about. It really is
useful.
Kris Polly: How do you manage security concerns?
Charles Mueller: All the data are actually maintained
on-site here in the office and not on the hand-held device
and encrypted. If we were to lose a piece of hardware out in
the field or if it was damaged in some way, we will not have
lost any of the data because they were never there in the
first place. We believe that it is a tightly secure system. It’s
kind of a leading-edge technology that we’re using on this
stuff that we designed in-house.
The control system network is isolated from our business
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network. We consider our inside business network to be
a hostile network. There are hardened security measures
in place to separate the networks so we can observe the
Department of Homeland Security requirements and things
like that. But what we’ve done here is taken it somewhat
beyond those requirements, so we feel like we are ahead of
the curve instead of catching up to what is required.
Kris Polly: How have the diverse elements of the
district coordinated to implement the new technology?
David Mansfield: It’s a team effort with engineering, IT,
water operations, and management. It takes a collaborative
effort and commitment to move this job forward. Charles,
Kevin, and Paul deserve the credit. I am very proud of the
work accomplished by this small group, which incorporated
the newest technologies in a compressed time frame.
Charles Mueller: One of the other things that we
have been successful at since we’ve relocated is having data
communications going to more of our remote facilities.
We are now able to monitor the activities out there in a
more efficient manner than we have ever been able to do
before. We are not forced to use dial-up communications
to manage things, and it allows us to secure the physical
facilities in ways that we were never really able to do before.
We are trying to track in that direction, and the foundation
is in place for us to do so. We recently were able to have
high-speed communications to a facility that has been seven
years in the making. So we’re pretty excited about that.
Paul Fuchslin: It is really easy to collect supervisorybased information, because all you are doing is taking
data from the field; if you lose connection and the data
are delayed once in a while, it is not a big deal. However,
when we start talking control is where we have made pretty
significant upgrades. We have the secure network, a reliable
connection, and some redundancy involved to ensure that
when we start controlling a facility, we are getting a reliable
connection. We need to know that if a change is made from
the office, it has been made in the field, and we are getting
a reliable signal. Also, if a change is being made, we know
who made it and at what time they made it.
Charles Mueller: Out at our rural locations, for years,
it was a satellite uplink using HughesNet. They are in such
remote locations that you couldn’t get any kind of data
communications there. Now, to be able to get to this level of
data communications out there is to our advantage.
Kris Polly: What is the ultimate impact of the
technology for staff working for the district?
David Mansfield: In the past, you would have one place
with a big SCADA room. With our new technology, we
do use a room, but we can disperse real-time operational
conditions across the organization. This is a significant
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improvement from both a management and operational
perspective. This also integrates well into our optimization
grant that we received from Bureau of Reclamation.
This will enable the district to take full advantage of the
WaterSmart grant because the backbone is in place now to
make those changes.
Paul Fuchslin: On top of that, our boardroom also
converts into an emergency operations center. To help us
deal with emergencies, SCADA, media feeds, network
information, and personal computers can be can be
ported into the room on an ad-hoc basis to be viewed
simultaneously on multiple screens and monitors.
Kris Polly: What was the state of the district’s
technology and operations before you began the current
initiative?
David Mansfield: In many ways, it was not just the
outdated facilities, but the technology was also antiquated.
We had a lot of data, but no useful information from which
to make decisions. Now, we have the technology capacity to
work toward maximizing operational efficiencies.
Paul Fuchslin: Going back to the facilities, what we
had, everything was manual. I think we started out with one
server in 2000. This number grew to about 18 servers in a
matter of six years, to about 18 servers, and now we’re going
to eliminate 16 of them and go back to just having 2, but
much larger and in a virtualized environment. I guess the
people at the table have had long-standing visions of trying
to get this technology into the hands of the people in the
field, but just did not have the means or capital to do so.
Kevin King: Some of the technology, quite frankly,
wasn’t there. You just couldn’t support it.
Paul Fuchslin: We also achieved some economies
of scale. We have combined with another agency to
consolidate our resources so that now it’s not just SID’s
network, but it is SID and Solano County Water Agency.
We’ve reduced our costs by sharing resources with another
agency, which I think is pretty important going forward for
many local districts to survive in today’s economy.
Kris Polly: Overall, how has this process helped with
the management of your employees and the service you
provide your irrigation and potable water customers?
David Mansfield: Through the use of advanced
technologies, it has empowered our employees to
maximize their overall job performance. Access to realtime information is already changing discussions amongst
our employees. It is anticipated that by incorporating
technology at all levels in the organization, employee
retention and recruitment will be improved. In promoting a
culture of enhanced customer service, the use of technology
is integral to a successful program.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Private Weather Reporting
Brings Necessary Specificity To
Decision-Making at Low Cost
By Mike McMahon

F

requently, I am asked why an organization needs
a private weather reporting service when the
government already provides data throughout
the country. The answer is simple. While governmentprovided weather data can be used by parties requiring
only broad-based information, these data do not provide
the specificity necessary to make important decisions that
impact the lives and livelihoods of people in many western
communities.
The private weather reporting that HDR provides
includes detailed information—down to the basin or
sub-basin level—that can make the difference between
success and failure. For example, HDR regularly provides
water managers with short-term forecasting of flood events
more accurately than publicly available sources, enabling
mitigation efforts to begin before the event occurs.
The same data can be applied to irrigation management
practices, particularly irrigation district planning. Typically,
private weather services offer forecasts for three time
horizons. Short-range forecasting, up to seven days out, is
useful for day-to-day management purposes, particularly
as growers begin to assess water orders during irrigation
season. Long-range forecasting, covering 7–15 days, can
also be useful for planning water resource needs over a
slightly longer time horizon. Seasonal forecasting, from
three months to one year out, can be useful as districts
prepare for irrigation season. For example, districts
managing large systems with multiple storage sites can
position water appropriately months in advance based on
the knowledge of potential weather conditions in different
areas in their service regions.
Long-term data become especially important as
districts increasingly deal with the effects of drought
and climate change. When districts know there will be a
one-month dry period when it would normally be wet,
they can better manage run-off early in the season and
communicate to their communities about the availability
of irrigation water. Private weather reporting of this type
is generally 80 percent accurate by the January prior to the
growing season.
Reliance on National Weather Service data alone is no
longer sufficient, as the stakes have become so high for
irrigators in many areas already dealing with reduced water
availability. The National Weather Service is simply not
intended to provide customized forecasts with the degree
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of specificity necessary to make decisions that will affect
entire agricultural communities. Further, private weather
service subscribers can pick up the phone and talk with the
meteorologist conducting the forecasting, an invaluable
perk that can promote further confidence in weather
reporting.
Additionally, data provided by private weather services
can be used beyond the district-management level. Many
districts are increasingly providing weather data to growers
to aid their decision-making in an effort to further
promote efficiency and water conservation. Accompanied
by other on-farm measures, knowledge of customized
weather forecasting data can help growers decide when
irrigation is necessary and when it is not.
Of course, cost is a major factor in making budgetary
decisions, particularly given today’s uncertain economic
climate. However, the return on private weather forecasting
investment is high considering a service can track every
day of an entire growing season for as little as $20,000.
The decisions faced by irrigation districts in the western
United States are too important to be made using weather
data that are not sufficiently customized. Private weather
reporting can help provide the confidence level necessary
to ensure the continued vitality of the resources necessary
to support agricultural communities.
Mike McMahon is a senior
hydro-meteorologist and the
atmospheric science group leader
with HDR in Denver, Colorado.
He can be reached by phone at
(303) 764-1565, or by e-mail at
michael.mcmahon@hdrinc.com.
More information on HDR’s weather
service offerings can be found at
www.hdrweather.com.
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Pacific Northwest Growers Rely on Reclamation’s
AgriMet Network for
Weather Data

I

n 1983, Reclamation launched a network of
automatic agricultural weather stations in the Pacific
Northwest in cooperation with the Bonneville Power
Administration. The system—known as AgriMet—
piggybacks on an existing regional satellite telemetry
network used by Reclamation that already provides
information necessary for the management of its water
operations in the region.
AgriMet uses weather data collected from
over 70 agricultural weather stations to estimate
evapotranspiration (ET) for crops growing nearby.
Real-time data are then transmitted from individual
stations to a receiver site in Boise, Idaho, through satellites.
The stations transmit information every hour, but data
collection intervals depend on the sensor equipment at
each station, which varies. Reclamation’s regional office in
Boise then processes the data and makes them available on
the Internet.
While Reclamation sponsors AgriMet, USDA’s
Agricultural Resource Service and Natural Resources
Conservation Service, land grant universities, the
Cooperative Extension System, electric utilities, power
companies, and other public and private agencies and
organizations provide additional support. Additionally,
three weather stations are operated by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Air Resources
Laboratory, and over 20 stations are actually managed by
Reclamation’s Great Plains Region.
AgriMet uses crop coefficients to generate crop-specific
ET based on a reference ET for alfalfa. Crop coefficients
are linked to plant growth stages based on the date of the
beginning of their vegetative growth; when they reach full
foliage; and when they terminate through harvest, frost, or
dormancy.
Reclamation updates AgriMet crop water use charts
each morning to reflect ET based on the previous day’s
weather conditions.
For more information on Reclamation’s AgriMet program,
visit its website at www.usbr.gov/pn/agrimet.
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The Pacific Northwest
Cooperative Agricultural
Weather Network

ADVERTISEMENT

New Generation Plant the Result of Water
and Power Interests Working Together

By Katie Ruark and William Mitchell

W

ater and power are two increasingly critical
resources for our modern lives. When the
public and private sector come together in
partnership to ensure the long-term availability of both
of these essential resources for public health and safety
and economic progression, everyone wins. Competitive
Power Ventures (CPV) and the Desert Water Agency
(DWA) have been working together since 2006 to ensure
the success of the 800-megawatt CPV Sentinel naturalgas-fired “peaker” power plant in the Coachella Valley of
Southern California. This model partnership in publicprivate transactions has secured the energy and water needs
for over 800,000 southern Californians for generations to
come.
On July 28, 2011, the CPV Sentinel project
broke ground, celebrating the many elected officials,
commissions, agencies, and individuals that were
instrumental in the success of the $900-million power
plant. One such entity is DWA, a public, nonprofit State
Water Project contractor, serving a 325-square-mile
area including parts of Cathedral City, outlying county
areas, Desert Hot Springs, and Palm Springs in southern
California.
CPV, a leading North American independent power
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provider that focuses on natural-gas-fired and renewable
energy development, first teamed up with DWA in 2006
to secure additional imported water supplies to meet the
replenishment needs of its power-generation project. As
of 2011, CPV Sentinel and DWA have already purchased
over 9,000 acre-feet (more than 2.9 billion gallons) of
water to ensure the adequate water supply for the proposed
power plant. DWA facilitated and CPV funded the
purchase, which is the first of several planned to ensure the
water supplies for the proposed facility.
On behalf of the project, water was first transferred
from the North Kern County Water Storage District via
the California Aqueduct to Metropolitan Water District.
DWA then exchanged this water with Metropolitan
Water District for Colorado River Water with deliveries to
DWA’s Mission Creek Spreading Basins, where it could be
utilized by the CPV Sentinel project. “These agreements
help protect our water supply through several important
cooperative relationships,” said General Manager Dave
Luker. “CPV, North Kern, Metropolitan Water District,
and the Department of Water Resources have been very
supportive of this unique plan.”
As the partnership grew, the parties knew they had an
opportunity to establish progressive standards for future
projects. The size of the project dictated that more than just
Irrigation Leader

increased imports would be appropriate for a responsible
first year of use.
water plan, and therefore, DWA and CPV established a
“Our customers should be reassured that this
goal that the project would conserve more drinking water
partnership not only secures the essential water supplies
annually than it is expected to consume. To meet this
for this development, but also for the entire service area,”
goal, CPV is assisting DWA in enhancing the agency’s
said Board Vice President Tom Kieley. “The Sentinel
two largest conservation programs: recycled water use and
project will bring a lot to the Coachella Valley, and we are
Smart Irrigation Controllers.
pleased to have created this partnership to benefit everyone
CPV is supplying funding to DWA that will connect
involved.”
the last public golf course in the
At the groundbreaking ceremony,
agency’s service area to recycled water.
with the sound of heavy equipment
DWA constructed a new influent
working in the background, more than
reservoir and replaced the Water
a dozen state and local officials spoke
Recycling Facility Hydropneumatic
proudly of the plant and its beneficial
Tank, allowing the agency to more
impact on the desert community.
efficiently recycle water for irrigation
Already, more than 30 workers are
purposes while conserving local ground
on-site, and 300–350 are expected to
water. The increased efficiency in this
be hired during peak construction. The
supply will ensure ample supply for
project will also provide $30 million
all six public golf courses within the
in sales tax during construction and
service area.
$6.4 million in annual property
CPV has also contributed funding
taxes during operation. The project is
to significantly increase the agency’s
expected to be completed in 2013.
Smart Irrigation Controller program.
Smart Irrigation Controllers help
Katie Ruark is a public information
homeowners decrease their water
associate with Desert Water Agency in
use by ensuring that their irrigation
Palm Springs, California and William
systems are watering appropriately for Desert Water Agency Board
Mitchell is with Competitive Power
the season and climate. Pilot programs Member Craig Ewing speaks at the
Ventures. For more information, visit
for DWA have shown homeowners’
www.dwa.org or www.cpvsentinel.com.
groundbreaking ceremony for the
Sentinel Project.
water savings up to 30 percent in the
Irrigation Leader
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Texas Groundwater District
Demonstration Project Targets
Ambitious Water Conservation Goals

A

s the Ogallala aquifer continues a steady decline,
the Texas Panhandle’s North Plains
Groundwater Conservation District is in the
second year of a project intended to demonstrate the
impact of more efficient irrigation practices on producer
viability. Dubbed the 200-12 Reduced Irrigation on
Corn Demonstration Project, the district hopes to show
that 200 acres of corn can be grown using only 12 inches
of irrigation water.
“In a normal year, area corn growers pump around
30 inches from the aquifer in order to produce an
average of 260 bushels,” said Phil Haaland, one of three
area farmers who originated the demonstration project
and a district board member. Rainfall varies throughout
the district, generally ranging between 15 and 20 inches.
“In the Texas Panhandle, 15 to 20 inches doesn’t go as
far as in the north because of evapotranspiration,” said
Danny Krienke, a district board member and another
original demonstration project participant.
The district initiated the project last year, and the
original three participants were located in diverse areas
of the irrigation service area. This enabled the district
to obtain a full view of the various soil profiles in the
region as it aims to provide a comprehensive basis for
evaluation.
In the project’s first year, the district experienced
above-average rainfall, making it easier for participants
to subsist on the reduced irrigation. However, rainfall in
the project’s second year has not been as generous. “This
year has been the exact opposite,” Krienke said. “There
is zero rainfall to speak of. . . . Everything is totally
dependent on irrigation.”
The added stressors of high temperatures with low
humidity and wind have made it difficult for some to
continue to participate. As many as 60,000 acres in the
district have been abandoned for the season in an effort
to concentrate the already limited pumping capacity.
However, these two extremes—one wet season
and one dry season—will help the district understand
the effects of reduced irrigation in diverse weather
conditions. “As the district is faced with the challenge
of managing the resource into the future, the board
can approach any decision with good data,” said Kirk
Welch, the district’s public information and conservation
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Cooperators met with producers during field days to
exchange ideas and get an up-close look at the firstyear demonstration sites.

education manager, noting the intent to run the
demonstration for five years.
To gain efficiency, project participants are applying an
array of water-saving strategies, including conservation
tillage, pest and fertilizer management, and new
technologies for irrigation water management.
Participants are using probes to gain better information
about the moisture level in the soil. Once downloaded
via the Internet, this real-time information helps farmers
make irrigation decisions using the best data available.
When combined with remote irrigation monitoring and
control technology, it can be acted upon quickly to achieve
maximum water savings.
“The bottom line is, when it’s all said and done, is our
net income on that acre at least as good as it was before?”
said Harold Grall, a board member and one of the original
project participants. The answer to that question for two
out of three demonstrations last year was “yes.” While the
dry conditions are creating significant challenges this year,
participants are still guardedly hopeful for some positive
outcomes.
“If a technique like strip-tilling or a technology like the
new moisture probes has success in a dry year like this one,
producers will pay attention,” said Grall. “These practices
will be more widely adopted because they represent a
way for growers to remain viable even in these adverse
circumstances.”
The demonstration project received the backing of
the Texas Water Development Board, which contributed
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North Plains Groundwater Conservation District board
members, from left, Phil Haaland, Harold Grall, Brian
Bezner and Danny Krienke.

funding for one-third of the costs. Additionally, the
district is working with Texas A&M University, which is
conducting a sister research project to help farmers increase
water savings in the future.
Krienke noted that the demonstration project focuses
on corn because of its prevalence in the region. “The board
felt pretty strongly that it’s not its place to place to pick
winners and losers,” he said. “The focus is on corn because
that is what people are growing.”
“This is not experimentation,” said Haaland. “These are
real-world, field-scale demonstrations to see how far we
can push the envelope and still remain profitable.”
Overall, the district hopes to use the demonstration as a
step toward ensuring the continued vitality of the region’s
agriculture. “The district’s demonstration project can make
a positive difference in water conservation and the future
of farming in our area,” said Steve Walthour, the district’s
general manager. “However, for this project to make a
difference, it must move from the demonstration phase to
the adoption phase, sooner rather than later.”
For more information on the North Plains Groundwater
Conservation District, visit its website at www.npwd.org.
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Conservation Through Cooperation:
Public and Private Sectors Join
Forces in Nebraska to Save Water
By Ted Tietjen

W

hen the Republican River Compact was signed
by representatives from Colorado, Kansas, and
Nebraska in 1942, the region’s agricultural
economy was still reeling from the effects of the Great
Depression. Many faced tax delinquencies and farm
foreclosures. Those that could farm experienced extremely
low yields.
The compact was designed to band these states together
to face the common issues presented by the Republican
River and to collectively work with the federal government
to develop the resources the river provides. This mission
remains today, and in 2002, Republican River Restoration
Partners (RRRP) was formed to help alleviate the issues

that result as water
availability declines.
The nonprofit RRRP helps the states collaborate on this
mutual concern.
One initiative undertaken in recent years is an effort
to combat invasive plants that grow in the Republican
River Basin and take water from more productive uses. In
Nebraska, we face three species in particular that account
for significant water losses: Russian olives, phragmites, and
saltcedar (which not only uses water, but ruins surrounding
soil by making salt deposits in the ground). Each is not
native to the region, and they collectively represent a
serious threat to regional water resources.

Water returns to surface after non-native Russian olive trees are
removed on Republican River near Benkelman, Nebraska.
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Non-native species removed from Republican River west of Benkelman, Nebraska.
Photo taken by Tim Smith, Project Coordinator, Western Republican River Riparian Improvement Project.

The invasive plant removal project is a public-private
partnership in which landowners volunteer to participate.
Private landowners pay 15 percent of the cost of invasive
plant species removal and agree to make sure undesirable
weeds do not return after three years, as regrowth is not
uncommon.
Meanwhile, a fund established through various public
sources pays for the remainder of the costs, including
hiring contractors to perform the work. Initially funded
in 2007 with a contribution appropriated by the state
legislature for $1.5 million, the fund has grown to include
other sources like the Nebraska Environmental Trust.
Funded by the state lottery system, the trust has spent
$2 million on invasive plant removal in recent years.
Additionally, the Natural Resources Conservation
Service is involved in the process. It provides staff and
funding to help the removal process, particularly for
invasive species growth in streams and channels.
Since 2007, about 60 percent of the work has been
completed on the main stem of the Republican River in
Irrigation Leader

Nebraska and Colorado, and stream flow has increased
substantially. However, much work remains and vigilance
is necessary to combat a return of invasive species or the
growth of other noxious plants. In particular, while natural
vegetation comes back quickly, Canada thistle, a creeping
perennial with a strong ability to recover after control
attempts, tends to come back with it.
Overall, the program has been well received by
landowners and will represent an important component
of the ongoing interstate efforts
to promote water conservation
along the Republican River.
Ted Tietjen is the chairman of
Republican River Restoration
Partners in Grant, Nebraska.
He can be reached by phone at
(308) 352-4336, or by e-mail at
bigbyron@gpcom.net.
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AquaLastic®
The Last Chance Canal Company, Idaho, May 2011
It took less than 2
weeks to
completely
rehabilitate this
745 ft tin flume
with AquaLastic®,
enabling many
more years of
efficient operation.
Cost? – a fraction
of replacement!
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Call 949 394 4228
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AquaLastic® is the trademark property of Hydro Consulting LLC 1800 735 1118. AquaLastic® is manufactured by SPI

Regenesis:

A New Approach for
Irrigated Agriculture
By Tom Cech

I

rrigated agriculture along the Front Range of Colorado
is currently in the pathway of municipal growth.
Colorado’s population is expected to double, from
5 million today to 10 million by 2050. Other examples
of this scenario exist throughout the prior appropriation
states of the West. Cities need more water as they grow,
and the least expensive option (beyond urban water
conservation measures) is to buy senior water rights and
then dry up the irrigated fields. The rural economies then
suffer the consequences.
Now, as an alternative, researchers from Colorado State
University (CSU) and the Agricultural Research Service
(ARS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in
Fort Collins are working with Denver-based Regenesis
Management Group, led by Ed Warner, Robert Stoller,
Kevin France, and Dr. Stephen Smith. This public-private
team is developing tools to help irrigators (1) use less
water and document the reduction of crop water use
(consumptive use or evapotranspiration), and (2) maintain
historic return flows. Then, the unused consumptive use
water could be sold or leased to cities—increasing an
irrigator’s net returns.
The key to success is to reduce and scientifically
document the long-term reduction of crop historic
consumptive use of water on a field, farm, or irrigation
ditch/reservoir system. Reduced crop consumptive use can
be achieved through permanent rotational fallowing, deficit
irrigation, and possibly changed cropping patterns, or
combinations of the above.
Dr. Tom Trout, Agricultural Engineer/Research Leader
with ARS (the main research arm of USDA and one of
the world’s premier scientific organizations) is leading
the field research efforts. “We [ARS] were already doing
deficit irrigation research at the Research Farm out at
Greeley. The people from Regenesis came out and liked
what they saw. That led to our Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement [CRADA] with Regenesis.”
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The scientific research is in place, but how will the
concept of selling unused consumptive use water fit within
Colorado’s rigid water rights system? In 1876, Colorado
adopted the “Doctrine of Prior Appropriation,” and
continues to follow that strict water allocation system
today. As such, the sale of water rights is often a complex,
highly technical, and often intensely litigated process. An
irrigator cannot simply say that he is using less water and
then sell that unused water to a municipality. Colorado
water law requires that a buyer or seller must provide
evidence regarding the historic consumptive use of water
being transferred to a new location and/or use. In addition,
historic return flows must be maintained.
When water rights are sold and converted from
agricultural to municipal (or other) use, the Water Court
(there are seven in Colorado, based on river basins) requires
the new owner (in this case, a municipality) to maintain
historic return flow patterns (in quantity, time, and
location) back to the adjacent stream. This historic return
flow is irrigation water that was applied to a field, but was
not consumed by the crop.
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Historic consumptive use and return flow analysis
are prepared by a water engineer for Water Court, and
often involves the analysis of information such as decades
of ditch delivery records, years of cropping pattern data
(including aerial photos), and documentation of irrigation
water application methods. Ultimately, Water Court
participants (the applicant and objectors) will either
stipulate to an agreement on the engineering analysis, or
will ask for a trial to present other evidence to the Water
Court judge.
Alternative and permanent farming practices will be a
key part of the Water Court consideration. The Regenesis
team is currently researching a variety of farming practice
options, including:
• Deficit irrigation of selected crops
• Crop rotations
• Introduction of new crops, including perennial crops
• Permanent fallowing or rotational fallowing
• Introduction of dryland crops
• Continued full irrigation of selected crops
• Combinations of the above
At this point, there are two key questions: First, how
will irrigators determine whether this program is right
for them? To answer this critical question, the Regenesis
team is developing a patent-pending tool called the
SWIIMTM (Sustainable Water and Innovation Irrigation
ManagementTM) Planner. SWIIMTM Planner allows
irrigators to input potential farm cropping patterns to
determine optimal cropping plans for highest net financial
return (while allowing for the sale or long-term lease of a
portion of their irrigation water). Irrigators can select farm
inputs such as field size, water delivery quantities, crop
type, full or deficit irrigation practices, crop rotations, and
alternative irrigated and dryland cropping patterns within
a variety of computer-assisted scenarios.
The second question will be asked by the city water
manager: How can we ensure that the historic consumptive
use water purchased from the irrigator will be approved in
the Water Court process? This is where
Irrigation Leader

Regenesis’s second patent-pending tool comes into
play. SWIIMTM Manager is a technology package
that uses real-time monitoring methods to determine
crop consumptive use during an entire growing season.
SWIIMTM Manager includes irrigation water application
rates, crop evapotranspiration, surface water runoff from
the end of fields, crop root zone, and deeper soil (vadose)
zone percolation rates through real-time, remote, wireless
instrumentation. Aerial and satellite information also helps
verify crop consumptive use.
Jon Altenhofen, South Platte Special Projects Manager
at the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District
in Berthoud, Colorado, is a strong supporter of the
SWIIMTM concept because of the financial benefit it
would provide to irrigators. “The benefit to the farmer has
to be that he or she will make more net profit, and the city
will pay less than if it [the land] was fallowed because we’re
also going to be increasing the water productivity on the
farm—more crop per drop.”
“To me,” stated Dr. Stephen Smith, a partner with
Regenesis, “it’s all about the detail of water balance. How
do we effectively quantify the historic consumptive use
(of a changed cropping or irrigation practice) and then,
more importantly, monitor the parting off of a portion of
the consumptive use water right under a new Water Court
decree? And how do we monitor changed cropping or
irrigation practices to the satisfaction of the water court
objectors?”
For further information, contact Dr. Stephen Smith,
Regenesis Management Group, at swsmith@regenmg.com
or visit www.regenmg.com.
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Idaho Water Users Association Sees
Strength in Its Members
By Norm Semanko

T

he Idaho Water Users Association (IWUA) traces
its roots to 1937, when a nonprofit association
was formed to promote irrigated agriculture
in Idaho. Part of a broader, Westwide movement to
promote Reclamation projects, the association eventually
incorporated in the 1950s and took its current form
in 1972, when it broadened its mission to incorporate
advocacy on environmental regulation.
Throughout this time, IWUA has found its strength
in its members. Today, the association represents
approximately 300 irrigation districts and canal companies,
agribusinesses, public water supply organizations,
professional firms, and individuals that all play an integral
role in managing water supplies for more than 2 million
acres of Idaho farmland.
This broad-based membership group has been
supported by only three executive directors since 1972,
and the association’s office and program manager, Karen
Edwards, has served the association since 1976. However,
members play an active role and are represented by
a 22-member board, with 1 member for each of 18
geographic regions, 2 at-large members, and 2 associate
members from the professional community.
The board meets quarterly and supports an active
committee structure dealing with mostly state, but also
some federal, issues. For example, IWUA legislative
meetings can last four to five hours as members consider
matters that could impact irrigated agriculture. IWUA also
participates in the federal policymaking process by playing
an active role in both the National Water Resources
Association and the Family Farm Alliance.
However, IWUA remains an educational organization
at its heart. The association helps the general public,
decision-makers, and even its own members understand
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the critical role that water plays in Idaho’s agricultural
communities. IWUA also hosts two law seminars annually,
which I believe are among the best in the country, to
further professional education in this important area.
Additionally, our annual convention serves as the
association’s signature educational event and features
speakers focusing on both federal and state water issues.
Today, there are a number of critical issues IWUA
members are working to address. Of immediate
importance, the association hopes to rein in the attempted
expansion of the Clean Water Act. This issue is perhaps
best illustrated by our ongoing campaign to prevent
unnecessary double-permitting of aquatic herbicide
applications already governed by the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.
Additionally, IWUA remains focused on the
Endangered Species Act and the effect of critical habitat
decisions on the continued delivery of water to Idaho
irrigators. Further, like many western states, Idaho remains
very concerned about the ill effects of aging infrastructure
and, particularly when coupled with a lack of storage
capacity, its potential negative impact on agricultural
communities.
As IWUA works through these and many other issues,
its members will remain the strength of the organization
as they advocate for better policies and educate those in a
position to make a difference.
Norm Semanko is the executive
director and general counsel of the
Idaho Water Users Association in
Boise, Idaho. He can be reached by
phone at (208) 344-6690, or by
e-mail at norm@iwua.org.
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Water Law

Irrigation Water Drainage
Development in the Treasure Valley
Reprinted with permission from the "The Advocate, Official Publication of
the Idaho State Bar," Volume 53, No. 11/12, November/December 2010.

Phyllis Canal Pipeline, c. 1890, compliments of A.D. Foote.
Courtesy of Brigham Young University, Idaho Mining and Irrigation
Co., photo collection.
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By Scott L. Campbell

O

n July 30, 1887, the
Caldwell Tribune described
that area of Idaho as “a
resort for jack rabbits and badgers.”
Then irrigation projects brought
Boise River water to the land. In
early 1886, two major canals began
to deliver water to the area and allow
development of irrigated farms and
ranches.
By December 1901, Pioneer
Irrigation District was formally
organized and confirmed by judicial
action. This allowed the completion
of an extensive system of main
canals, lateral ditches, and related
facilities that eventually provided
a reliable supply of irrigation
water to 34,000 acres in Canyon
County. From 1890 to 1915,
sagebrush lands upgradient of the
Pioneer lands either had already
been developed with irrigation
systems or plans for development
were proceeding. Soon, the United
States Reclamation Service started
to implement the major irrigation
system improvements of the Boise
Project. Over 200,000 acres of desert
lands were converted to habitable
agricultural properties by the
addition of irrigation water from the
project.
Unfortunately, contrary to
expectations, this expansion of
irrigated agriculture in the Treasure
Valley caused a new contradiction—
too much water. In Pioneer, owners
began complaining of waterlogged
lands as soon as December 1904.
Because of Pioneer’s location,
down-gradient from the lands on
the benches above the Boise River,
the increase of subsurface water
Irrigation Leader

“Scene on Upper Wilson
Slough four miles above
where the dredge is
now working . . . [This
will be] made ready for
crops in 1915. Four
years ago this was some
of the finest agricultural
land in the Boise Valley,
now a lake of rushes.”

from irrigation of formerly desert lands rapidly
caused elevated ground water levels. Irrigation within
Pioneer from its system also contributed to the
problem.
Because the Reclamation Service recognized its
role in causing the problem, in part due to the Boise
Project facilities, it began working with Pioneer and
the Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District to develop
solutions. No one had contended with this problem
before. Because major irrigation projects on this scale
had never been attempted before, the Reclamation
Service and the irrigation districts had to create
something new.
The problem continued to worsen over
the ensuing 10 years, until June 1914, when
electric-powered dredges began to construct an
interconnected system of major drains.
The drains came almost too late for some
landowners. In Pioneer, a district of 34,000 acres,
approximately 12,000 acres had standing water or
were too waterlogged to sustain crops. Drainage
of the excess water became the new imperative.
Fortunately, the drains provided ancillary benefits:
drainage water would supply an additional source for
lands within the district that could not be irrigated
with the relatively junior Boise River water rights
of the District. Consequently, the engineering plans
developed by the Reclamation Service included
Irrigation Leader

“View on Mason Creek Drain showing large discharge
of water from water bearing strata. This picture was
taken 30 days after the dredge passed this point. The
drain through this section of the country is developing
approximately 7 sec. ft. of water per mile.”
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“feeder ditches,” which were to convey the water
captured by the drains to the Pioneer irrigation delivery
system. At this point, Lake Lowell (now Deer Flat
Reservoir) was the only significant irrigation storage
reservoir in the Boise River drainage.
The planned drainage system worked. Over
approximately five years, pursuant to cost repayment
contracts with the districts, the Reclamation Service
built hundreds of miles of major open drains throughout
the Boise Project. Construction started in Pioneer,
because it had the most serious problems and it was
closest to the Boise River, the necessary terminus of
each drain system. Construction then proceeded into
the higher elevation lands of the Nampa & Meridian
Irrigation District.
This network of drainage ditches and interconnecting
“feeder canals” continues to operate today, providing an
essential component in the intricate web of irrigation
water delivery and removal that allowed a former “resort
for jack rabbits and badgers” to become a productive

agricultural region, a center of commerce, and a pleasant
residential environment for so many.
Scott L. Campbell is a native
of the treasure Valley and his
practice has emphasized water
resources, environmental
litigation, and irrigation law
since 1985 when he began
representing the Pioneer
Irrigation District. He
earned his law degree from the
University of Idaho College
of law in 1978. Much of the
factual information and photography for this article came
from "A History of the Pioneer Irrigation District, Idaho, An
Initial Report 1884-1938," prepared by Jennifer Stevens,
Ph.D., Stevens Historical Research Associates, Boise, Idaho.
Scott may be contacted by phoning (208) 385-5432 or by
e-mailing SLC@moffatt.com.

June 22, 1914:
Excavating for bridge sills on
road crossing on Purdam Drain.

June 22, 1914:
Electric dredge on Wilson
Slough Drain.
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Pathfinder Irrigation District Targets Modernization to Lower
O&M Costs, Improve Service Through Water Savings
By Dennis Strauch
s the operator of one of the first
Reclamation projects, Nebraska’s
Pathfinder Irrigation District is
making significant strides to modernize
its infrastructure. Authorized in 1903 and
completed in 1915, the district’s system—then
known as the Sweetwater Project—is now
nearly 100 years old. However, continuous
efforts stretching back
30 years have left the district well positioned
Pathfinder Irrigation District automated Lateral 24 and three
to meet the challenges of the next century.
Pathfinder delivers water directly to 102,000 acres, other major laterals in 2004 and 2005. Lateral 24 serves
around 11,000 irrigated acres.
as well as diverts a total of around 15,000 acres of
water on behalf of two other districts in nearby
Wyoming. With over 600 miles of laterals and only
Emboldened by the savings it achieved by
42 employees, the district realized early on that
automating its dam, Pathfinder again used
modernization would be necessary to keep pace with
Conservation Field Services Program funding to
aging infrastructure concerns and ensure the continued
install five new automated stainless steel gates on its
delivery of water to area irrigators.
highline canal in 2000. Then, in 2004 and 2005, the
Beginning in 1981, Pathfinder initiated a lateral
district automated four of its major laterals, many of
piping program. While some of the district’s irrigation
which were located far from district headquarters.
system had been piped using concrete in the 1960s
The benefit of automation at these sites is twofold.
and 70s, the newfound availability of PVC pipe proved
First, the laterals Pathfinder chose to automate
to be a boon to its efforts to modernize. Though
generally required operation between midnight and
better than open laterals that require constant upkeep,
4 a.m. Automation allowed the district to eliminated
concrete pipe creates problems as joints age and are
the need for staff to make runs in the middle of the
required to be resealed to avoid water loss. PVC does
night to open and close gates. In addition to these
not create similar problems.
personnel cost savings, the automation helped the
Spurred by a grant from Reclamation’s
district to operate more efficiently and save water.
Conservation Field Services Program, the district has
Automation provides Pathfinder the ability to program
piped 3–5 miles of lateral each year since beginning its
its system to operate without concern for staff sleep
efforts. To date, approximately 200 of our 600 miles of
schedules, ensuring gates are raised and lowered
laterals have been piped. This has helped the district
according to nearly perfect timing.
to eliminate significant maintenance costs, as well as
Today, about 40 percent of the district’s distribution
improve service to area farmers. Before substantial
system is served by automated gates. Pathfinder is
piping efforts were completed, the district had to
considering the automation of five more sites in the
reduce water deliveries by about 10 percent during the
future, concentrating primarily on larger distribution
height of the irrigation season when extreme heat set
laterals to achieve maximum cost savings and water
in upon the region. This year, the increased efficiency of
conservation.
the laterals has allowed Pathfinder to continue normal
deliveries despite an unusually hot summer.
Dennis Strauch is the general
In addition to its piping program, the district has
manager of Pathfinder
worked to automate its facilities. In 1998, the district
Irrigation District in
worked in conjunction with two other districts to
Mitchell, Nebraska. He can
automate our main diversion structure. Previously,
be reached by phone at (308)
three dam tenders worked eight-hour shifts to operate
623-1022, or by e-mail at
the dam day and night. Adding automation to the
dennis@pathfinderirrigation.
facility ultimately allowed the district to save about
com.
$32,000 a year with only a $110,000 investment.
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Multigeneration New Mexico Farming Family
Develops Ditch Lining System to Reduce
Maintenance Needs, Water Transmission Losses

A

s farmland passes between generations, water
rights are essential to ensure its continued
vitality. Nowhere is this more important
than in New Mexico, where a historical system of
water rights originally established by the Spanish has
continued through the generations.
However, in the late 1980s, the Suazo family
realized that the ditch delivering water to its ranch
—an acequia originally constructed by the Spanish—
was in dire need of repair. Additionally, in dry years,
transmission losses from unlined canals resulted in
many area landowners not receiving their annual water
allocations.
“Because we had full time jobs and were only able
to work on weekends, it was difficult to maintain the
ditches because of erosion problems created by root
systems and animals,” said Ken Suazo. “We looked
for funding from government agencies to correct the
problems with concrete or pipe, but after a lengthy
application process and engineering study, it was found
that given the isolated location and mountainous
topography, it would not be cost effective or possible to
fix the problem.”
With the knowledge that commercially available
solutions were not practical, the Suazos decided to
develop their own options. As farmers, engineers, and
chemists, the family members brought varied skills
to the project. Ultimately, they developed a rigid,
semiflexible liner—now called SmartDitch—to slipline earthen ditches.
“When the original design was conceived, we
decided that the parts would have to be lightweight
and flexible, but rigid enough so that the structure
would support large volumes of water,” said Ed Suazo.
“The idea . . . was that it would be fast and relatively
easy to install. . . . A small farmer or community could
easily install the project without major construction
equipment.”
After the Suazos developed their initial design, they
received a grant from Reclamation to line the Acequia
de La Otra Vanda with a prototype. Since that time,
the local acequia association has lined almost 2 miles
using the product.
“Before the installation of the liners, the community
had to come together to prepare the ditch for spring
irrigation season,” Ed Suazo said, noting that this
traditionally involved corralling young people to help

Original FastDitch releasing the water.

their families and hired workers clear debris and repair
damage. “Since the liner system has been installed,
there is now no need for spring cleaning.”
SmartDitch’s corrugated design is intended to
ensure both flexibility and inertia. Specifically, the
family designed the product so that the corrugations
would help keep water moving when there was low
flow with no slope to avoid standing water, but also to
Irrigation Leader

New retooled SmartDitch, Espanola, New
Mexico—V-shaped for flow and strength.

dissipate the force of rapidly running water, which
can be dangerous.
“The system was also designed so that evaporation
is negligible because the velocity of the water
transported, combined with the small surface area,
minimize the system’s openness to the atmosphere,”
said Ed Suazo, noting another water-saving
advantage of the system.
The Suazo family currently holds nine patents on
technology used to develop its product. Additionally,
SmartDitch is an approved product under Natural
Resources Conservation Service Standard 428, which
means that federal funds can be used to complete
projects with it in the same manner as concrete or
pipe.
For more information on SmartDitch, visit its website at
www.smartditch.com.
Irrigation Leader

Typical earthen ditch blowout.
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Nebraska Assn. of Resources Districts, Annual Conference, Kearney, NE
Texas Water Conservation Assn., Fall Meeting, San Antonio, TX
Oregon Water Resources Congress, Water Law Seminar, Bend, OR
Columbia Basin Development League, Annual Meeting & Conference,
Moses Lake, WA
Wyoming Water Assn., Annual Meeting, Casper, WY
Idaho Water Users Assn., Annual Water Law Seminar, Boise, ID
Irrigation Assn., Irrigation Show, San Diego, CA
National Water Resources Assn., Annual Conference, Tucson, AZ
Assn. of California Water Agencies, Fall Conference, Anaheim, CA
Oregon Water Resources Congress, Annual Conference, Hood River, OR
Washington State Water Resources Assn., Annual Conference, Spokane, WA
Colorado River Water Users Assn., Annual Conference, Las Vegas, NV
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